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Abstract—This article is based on the multi-dimensional humanized teaching ideas of the Internet, using the distributed ledger of blockchain technology, decentralization, tamper resistance, traceability, fault tolerance, constructed a blockchain technology-based vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation education service platform system structure model, the system is mainly composed of three subsystems: teaching management system, information management system, certification management system, and carried out on the three subsystems Analytical modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of China’s vocational education, improve the level of vocational education informatization and strengthen the guiding role of enterprises in vocational education, as well as further integration of school-enterprise cooperation in the cultivation of higher vocational talents, so that students in schools and enterprises The mutual recognition of credits, mutual recognition of achievements and mutual recognition of certificates in the learning process has become an important direction of the development of vocational education in China. The distributed ledger, decentralization, tamper resistance, traceability, and fault tolerance of blockchain technology just solve the problems of identity certification, credit certification, score certification, certificate certification and other problems in the school-enterprise cooperation teaching; therefore, this paper builds The system structure of the vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation education service platform based on blockchain technology is adopted. Schools and enterprises cooperate with each other. The school-enterprise teaching service platform based on blockchain technology is used to meet the personalized learning needs of students. Teachers can also target Different students conduct more targeted personalized teaching. Schools and enterprises can share better quality teaching resources and teaching methods, and more

II. TEACHING SERVICE PLATFORM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This article will build on the multi-dimensional personalized teaching ideas of the Internet and use the distributed ledger of blockchain technology, decentralization, anti-tampering, traceability, and fault tolerance to build a logistics school enterprise based on blockchain technology. Cooperative education service platform system structure model, the system is mainly composed of three subsystems of teaching management system, information management system, certification management system. As shown in Figure 1, the system structure diagram of the vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform system. The teaching management system is mainly responsible for providing learning resources for students, teaching platforms for teachers, uploading, storage and management of various related teaching resources for schools and enterprises, and providing supervision and management of learning and teaching conditions for schools and enterprises. The information management system is mainly responsible for real-time sharing and decentralized management of comprehensive information systems of relevant institutions and personal information on schools, enterprises, teachers, students and other vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platforms, mainly based on the collection of teaching service platforms. , Storage, query, transmission, decision analysis, coordinated processing, supervision, transaction, and certification, the information system can enable users to grasp the platform service information in real time, and provide relevant departments with real-time
supervision and management of platform information and information decision analysis. Decision-making information to achieve the effective allocation and full utilization of teaching service platform resources. The certification management system is mainly responsible for monitoring and recording the user’s use of teaching service platform resources, including user identity, login time, learning duration, homework completion, test scores, and other usage status and obtaining certificates, which can be automatically recorded and become the user’s Dynamic learning path to automatically realize identity authentication, learning authentication, credit authentication, score authentication, certificate authentication [7-10].

Fig. 1. System structure of the teaching service platform system of logistics school-enterprise cooperation in higher vocational education

III. TEACHING SERVICE PLATFORM TEACHING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The teaching management system is the foundation of the teaching service platform system. Its main functions are as follows: First, it provides learning resources for students. After any identity is authenticated by any terminal at any location, students can learn courses through the teaching management system. The entire learning process such as test scores, credits earned, and certificates obtained will be effectively managed through blockchain technology to ensure the authenticity and reliability of the learning process; the second is to provide schools and enterprises with uploading of various relevant teaching resources, Storage and management, schools and enterprises can upload teaching videos, exercise libraries, PPT and other teaching resources through the teaching management system, and optimize the management of various teaching resources; the third is to provide teachers with a teaching platform, teachers upload themselves through the teaching platform Teaching activities such as teaching plans, teaching videos, lesson plans, and online Q&A; fourth, schools and enterprises can supervise and manage students’ learning and teacher’s teaching situation through the teaching management system, and deal with problems found in the process of supervision and management in a timely manner To ensure the effectiveness and authenticity of teaching activities. As shown in Figure 2, the network structure diagram of the teaching management system of the vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform.

Fig. 2. Higher education logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform teaching management system network structure diagram

IV. TEACHING SERVICE PLATFORM INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The information management system of the logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform of the higher vocational education is the basis for the effective operation of the logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform of the higher vocational education, and it is the link between the nodes on the teaching service platform that is connected and coordinated with each other. The teaching service platform information management system is a comprehensive management information system for real-time sharing and decentralized management of relevant institutions and personal information on the cooperative teaching service platform of schools, enterprises, teachers, students and other higher vocational logistics schools and enterprises. The information system manages the entire platform information through tamper resistance, traceability and fault tolerance in the blockchain technology, mainly based on the collection, storage, query, transmission, decision analysis, coordinated processing, supervision, and transaction of the teaching service platform information 2. The certification-targeted information system can enable users to grasp platform service information in real time. Through real-time supervision and management of platform information and information decision analysis, it can provide decision-making information to relevant departments to achieve effective allocation and full utilization of teaching service platform resources. This paper constructs the structure framework of the information management system of the vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform as
shown in Figure 3, which mainly includes the following functional modules.

A. User Management System

The user information is managed through tamper resistance, traceability and fault tolerance in the blockchain technology to ensure the safety, reliability and accurate continuity of the user information; the system has functions such as recording, statistics, query, authority management, etc. Users provide personalized services.

B. Resource Management System

Through the blockchain technology, the information materials of the entire vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform system are managed to ensure the quality, safety and reliability of the information materials; the system mainly has the function of establishing teaching resources, mainly responsible for the teaching resources such as courses and test papers Establishment and management; second, the quality management function of teaching resources, which is mainly responsible for supervising the quality of teaching resources in the system, pushing high-quality resources, and timely off-line resources that students or teachers think are bad; third, query statistics of teaching resources The analysis function mainly inquires, counts, and analyzes the use of teaching resources by students and teachers, and tracks and manages personnel who upload and download teaching resources to ensure the traceability of teaching resources.

C. Certification Information Management System

Through the tamper resistance, traceability and fault tolerance of blockchain technology, the management of information such as grades, certificates, credits and other information is certified to ensure the true completion of information is reliable and accurate continuity; the system mainly has teaching identity, learning identity, Courses, grades, credits, certificates and other certification functions provide the inquirer with authentic and safe and reliable learning proof information. In the future, the system should interface with national certification management systems such as the National Credit Bank to achieve mutual recognition of information.

D. Digital Transaction Management System

Supervise and manage all transaction information of the teaching service platform system through tamper resistance, traceability and fault tolerance in the blockchain technology to ensure the true completion and reliability of the transaction information; the system mainly has the function of establishing digital points, which is mainly responsible for Reward the rewarding digital points such as learning points and teaching points obtained during the use of the teaching platform; the second is the digital point exchange function, which is mainly responsible for various exchanges such as course exchange, credit exchange, and grade exchange for digital points; and the third is digital points Query statistical analysis and supervision function, mainly query, statistics and analysis of the use of points by students and teachers, and at the same time track and supervise points to ensure the authenticity of digital points.

E. Supervision and Management System

Through the anti-tampering, traceability and fault tolerance of blockchain technology, all information of the teaching service platform system is supervised and managed to ensure the true completion and reliability of transaction information; the system mainly has the function of supervision and management, which is mainly responsible for teaching services Real-time monitoring of all information on the platform; second is the security alarm function, which is mainly responsible for security alarms on information mismatches, malicious logins, on-hook learning and other situations that occur during the use of the teaching service platform, and at the same time take corresponding preventive measures to ensure the teaching service platform Effective operation; The third is the digital points query statistical analysis and supervision function, which mainly inquires, counts and analyzes the use of points by students and teachers, and at the same time tracks and supervises the points to ensure the authenticity of digital points.

F. Query Statistical Analysis and Decision Management System

Through the tamper resistance, traceability and fault tolerance of blockchain technology, query statistical analysis and decision management of all information in the teaching service platform system; the system mainly has one query statistical analysis Function, mainly responsible for query and statistical analysis of all information of the teaching service platform; second, decision management function, mainly responsible for statistical analysis of the information of the teaching service platform and decision-making management through related models, providing decision-making basis for the management of the education service platform.

---

Fig. 3. Structure diagram of the information management system of the vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform
V. TEACHING SERVICE PLATFORM CERTIFICATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The distributed ledger, decentralization, anti-tampering, traceability, and fault tolerance of blockchain technology can safely and efficiently monitor and record the user’s use of teaching service platform resources, including user identity, login time, and learning time. Homework completion, test scores and other usage status and obtaining certificates can be automatically recorded and become the user’s dynamic learning path, so as to automatically realize identity certification, learning certification, credit certification, score certification, certificate certification. Therefore, blockchain technology can effectively solve the multiple learning methods, multi-scenario learning and multi-dimensional education of students in the two scenarios of enterprises and schools. Blockchain technology is the technical basis of the school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform certification system, and it is the technical guarantee for students to learn and realize mutual recognition of learning results in schools and enterprises. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the architecture framework of the teaching service platform certification management system as shown in Figure 4.

![Structure diagram of the certification management system of the higher vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform](image)

**Fig. 4.** The structure diagram of the certification management system of the higher vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper uses the distributed ledger, decentralization, anti-tampering, traceability, and fault tolerance features of blockchain technology to construct a system model of a logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform system, which is mainly composed of a teaching management system, information management system, certification management system three subsystems, each subsystem is composed of multiple small systems; among them, the teaching management system is the main body of the teaching service platform system, the certification management system is the mechanism to ensure the smooth operation of the entire system, information The management system is the link and backbone for the effective operation of the entire system of cooperative management. With the advancement of science and technology and the continuous development of education concepts, as well as the continuous reform and innovation of the relevant education system, the system structure of the vocational logistics school-enterprise cooperation teaching service platform system will also undergo corresponding changes, and will continue to become intelligent, Multi-scene, personalized, multi-dimensional and decentralized directions continue to develop in a coordinated manner.
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